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Horizontal scales of ice-supersaturated regions

By PETER SPICHTINGER* and MARTIN LESCHNER,

Institute for Atmospheric Physics, Johannes Gutenberg University, Mainz, Germany

(Manuscript received 30 June 2015; in final form 21 January 2016)

ABSTRACT

Ice-supersaturated regions (ISSRs) as seen from routine measurements onboard commercial long-distance

aircrafts are investigated. We use data in the time interval 1995�1999 for investigating properties of ISSRs as

pathlengths and distances between ISSRs. Additionally, the horizontal separation of ISSRs and the gradients

of relative humidity over ice at the edges of ISSRs are evaluated. Here, we concentrate on the representation

of large-scale features of ISSRs vs. small-scale variations. We additionally use idealised simulations for

investigating the connection between small-scale relative humidity variations and variability on larger scales.

Keywords: ice supersaturation, multiple scales, ice clouds

1. Introduction

The existence of air masses in the status of supersaturation

with respect to ice was conjectured more than 100 years ago

by Wegener (1911). In fact, about 60 years ago, measure-

ments in the tropopause region could corroborate this

conjecture (Glückauf, 1945). In the last 25 years, in situ

measurements of ice supersaturation in the upper tropo-

sphere and lower stratosphere (UTLS) could be obtained by

a huge variety of measurement techniques (e.g. Helten et al.,

1998; Jensen et al., 1998; Zöger et al., 1999; Ovarlez et al.,

2000; Zondlo et al., 2010). These measurements show that

air masses in the status of ice supersaturation, so-called ice-

supersaturated regions (ISSRs, see, e.g., Gierens et al., 1999),

occur quite frequently in the tropopause region. ISSRs are

an interesting research topic for several reasons. Cloud-free

ISSRs are potential formation regions for natural and

anthropogenic ice clouds (cirrus clouds and contrails,

respectively) and ice supersaturation is very common in

pure ice clouds (see, e.g., Krämer et al., 2009). In the low

temperature regime, two major pathways for ice crystal

formation are possible, namely heterogeneous nucleation

(involving solid aerosol particles; see, e.g., Hoose and

Möhler, 2012), and homogeneous freezing of solution

droplets (Koop et al., 2000). For both formation pathways,

high values of ice supersaturation are required. The forma-

tion of contrails is determined by the Schmidt�Appleman

criterion (Schmidt, 1941; Appleman, 1953; Schumann, 1996),

which is mostly dependent on temperature. However, for a

persistent contrail (i.e. life times longer than 2 minutes), ice

supersaturation is required; otherwise, ice crystals would

sublimate in the subsaturated air. Ice clouds are, as all other

clouds, important regulators of Earth’s energy budget. They

scatter incoming solar radiation back to space (albedo

effect) and trap terrestrial infrared radiation (greenhouse

effect). In contrast to other clouds, the net effect of natural

cirrus clouds is not known yet. In fact, even the sign of the

effect is uncertain, although a net warming is often assumed

(Chen et al., 2000). For contrails, a net warming has been

derived in earlier studies (Sausen et al., 2005; Stuber and

Forster, 2007). Besides the implications for ice cloud

formation and evolution, ice supersaturation itself consti-

tutes an interesting topic in atmospheric physics; obviously,

large parts in the UTLS are in a thermodynamic state far

away from equilibrium. From non-equilibrium thermody-

namics, it is well known that such systems enforce pattern

formation and instabilities (e.g. Nicolis and Prigogine,

1977). Therefore, we have at least two good reasons for

investigating ice supersaturation in the tropopause region.

The origin of ISSRs in the UTLS is not clear. From a

theoretical point of view we can inspect relative humidity

with respect to ice:

RHi :¼ 100 %
p � q

E � psiðTÞ
(1)

where T, p denote temperature and pressure, q is specific

humidity (mass water vapour per mass dry air), e is the

ratio of molar masses of water and air, and psi(T) denotes
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saturation pressure over ice, respectively. If we investigate

the total derivative of relative humidity with respect to ice,

dRHi ¼ @RHi

@T
|fflffl{zfflffl}

B0

dT þ @RHi

@p
|fflffl{zfflffl}

>0

dpþ @RHi

@q
|fflffl{zfflffl}

>0

dq (2)

it is quite clear that RHi can increase due to (a) decrease in

temperature (dTB0), (b) increase in pressure (dp�0) and

(c) increase in specific humidity (dq�0). For the increase

of RHi, we investigate two special cases, i.e. (a) adiabatic

expansion (dTB0, dpB0) and (b) general increase of specific

humidity under isothermal/isobaric conditions (dq�0).

For vertical upward motions in the atmosphere, we

usually assume adiabatic processes, i.e. the relative humidity

will increase due to decreasing temperature and pressure;

in fact, the impact of temperature is usually dominant,

whereas pressure changes are higher order effects, which

would slightly compensate the increase inRHi. If an isolated

air parcel is investigated, there is also transport of water

vapour. Whereas temperature and pressure is changed, we

can assume that the mass of water vapour inside the parcel

remains constant (neglecting mixing with the environment).

Thus, water vapour from warmer/moister layers below is

lifted to a higher level. The water vapour mixing ratio could

also be changed. The only relevant process for changing

water vapour mass concentration without cloud processes is

mixing of an air parcel with environmental air. For instance,

this process occurs in case of contrail formation. Warm and

moist aircraft exhaust mixes with cold and dry air, leading to

supersaturation with respect to water. Then, water droplets

are formed, which in turn freeze due to cold temperatures,

resulting from mixing of warm exhaust and cold environ-

mental air. Mixing might also occur for (ascending) air

parcels, which are brought into an environment resulting

in large gradients in water vapour concentrations (air parcel

vs. environmental air). Convection might also lead to

mixing (see, e.g. Spichtinger, 2014). For regimes dominated

by large-scale motions without strong dynamics on cloud

scales, we can assume that mixing is quite small and in terms

of the parcel view adiabatic processes are dominant.

Satellite measurements indicate that the frequency of

occurrence of ISSRs is enhanced for extratropics in the

regions of enhanced storm activity, i.e. in the storm tracks

(Spichtinger et al., 2003b; Gettelman et al., 2006). Thus,

we assume that large-scale dynamics should influence

the formation and evolution of ice supersaturation in the

tropopause region in a dominant way. Synoptic weather

features as fronts or warm conveyor belts associated with

low pressure systems lead to synoptic upward motions in

the order of a few centimetres per seconds (typical values

w�3 �8 cm s�1).

In the tropics, frequency of occurrence for ISSRs is en-

hanced for regions with dominant deep convection. Layers

on top of developing convection experience moderate

updrafts leading to ice supersaturation. The occurrence of

subvisible cirrus in the tropics points to this formation

mechanism (Gierens et al., 2000; Jensen and Ackerman,

2006) as one possible pathway. Since convective regions are

largely extended in the tropics, we can also assume for these

regions a kind of large-scale influence maybe on different

horizontal scales than in the extratropics.

High resolution in situ measurements show high varia-

bility of RHi on a small scale (Order O(100 m)). Thus from

these high-resolution data very small ISSRs could be derived

with amean path �700m (Diao et al., 2014). These findings

are in contrast to a former study on pathlengths of ISSRs,

using 2 years of MOZAIC data (Gierens and Spichtinger,

2000); in this study, the authors found mean pathlengths in

the order of O(150 km). This discrepancy is not resolved at

the moment and must be investigated in detail.

In this study we want to investigate ISSRs, which can be

associated with large-scale features. Here, we want to

address the following research questions:

� How large are horizontal extensions of ISSRs and

distances between ISSRs, as driven by large-scale

motions?

� How do these properties vary for different latitu-

dinal and vertical regions? Is there a seasonal

variation?

� How steep is the transition between ISSRs and their

subsaturated environment in terms of RHi?

� How can small-scale variability and large-scale

features of ISSRs be linked?

For this purpose, we use data from the MOZAIC project

(Marenco et al., 1998), i.e. in situ data as obtained during

long-distance flights during the time period 1995�1999. We

investigate ISSRs in terms of pathlengths and distances

between ISSRs. For investigating the issue of large-scale

features, we also use the data for deriving a proxy for

horizontal gradients of relative humidity at the edges

of ISSRs. Finally, we investigate the multiscale aspect of

ISSRs, i.e. variations from small- to large-scale, and how

these features could be related.

The study is structured as follows. In the next section, the

measurement data and the analysis methods are described.

In Section 3, the results are presented. The results are

discussed in Section 4. In Section 5, we discuss the origin of

ice supersaturation on different scales (small variability vs.

large-scale features) and present an explanation for cloud

scale variability. Finally, some conclusions are drawn and a

further outlook is given in Section 6.
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2. Data description and analysis

In this section, the data set and methods of the investiga-

tion are described.

2.1. MOZAIC data

We use data from the Measurement of Ozone and Water

Vapour by Airbus In-Service Aircraft (MOZAIC) project

(Marenco et al., 1998) for the complete years 1995�1999.
This results in a number of 12332 evaluated flights. The

flights are almost equally distributed over all four seasons.

We use the following variables from the database: Time t,

pressure p, temperature T, speed of the aircraft vA340, ozone

mixing ratio mO3
, relative humidity with respect to liquid

water RH and a validity flag, respectively. The validity flag

tags the data with regard to their reliability. Only data with

validity flag values 1 and 2 are used, which correspond to

reliable measurements and measurements below detection

limit, respectively. The horizontal position xi as distance

from the start at a grid point i is calculated as follows using

true air speed vi:

xi ¼
1

2

vi � vi�1

ti � ti�1

� ðti � ti�1Þ
2 þ vi�1 � ðti � ti�1Þ þ xi�1 (3)

We use data averaged over about 1 minute, as provided

in the MOZAIC data base; in combination with the

typical speed of the aircraft this results into a horizontal

resolution of about 14�15 km. For measurements inside

ISSRs obviously data with validity flag 1 occur exclusively.

However, for investigating distances between ISSRs in

subsaturated air we need continuous measurements; thus,

measurements with validity flag 2 are included, too. The

uncertainty of the humidity measurements (with validity

flag 1) is in the range 4�7% for the respective pressure

range p�340 hPa (Helten et al., 1998). Recently, the

quality of the MOZAIC humidity sensor was investigated

in colocated humidity measurements; the results show that

the humidity data are suitable for our statistical investiga-

tion of ice supersaturation in the tropopause region (Neis

et al., 2015).

2.2. Methods

In the following, the ISSR detection method and the

processing are described. To detect ISSRs along the flight

path, we use the relative humidity with respect to ice; we

calculate RHi using the variables RH and T as follows from

RHi ¼ RH � psl Tð Þ
psi Tð Þ

; (4)

with water vapour saturation pressure over liquid (psl(T))

and over ice (psi(T)), respectively, as parameterised by

Murphy and Koop (2005). For ISSR detection, three

criteria must be met:

(1) At least one measurement value of RHi must exceed

saturation, i.e. RHi�100%.

(2) The validity flag must be equal to 1 or 2 (valid data)

(3) There is no significant change in the pressure level

between the actual measurement and the measure-

ment 1 minute before.

While the first and second criterions are necessary for

counting an ISSR, the third condition is needed in order to

cope with the demanded horizontal extensions of ISSRs.

Since the flight level position is controlled automatically,

pressure variations on a ‘‘constant’’ flight level are usually

smaller than Dp�50 Pa and this value is used as a

threshold.

As indicated above, the horizontal distance is calculated

from time t and aircraft velocity vA340, respectively. In order

to avoid arbitrary binning of the data into fixed 14/15 km

bins, the extensions of ISSRs are approximated as follows.

At the boundary of an ISSR we approximate the gradient in

RHi (between subsequent subsaturated and supersaturated

values) by linear interpolation. Thus, the transition point

(i.e. point with RHi�100%) can be determined at the flight

track; using this procedure, we can determine the bound-

aries of ISSRs in a more accurate way.

An ISSR consists of successional measurements ofRHi�

100%without intermediate subsaturated points. A distance

between ISSRs is analogously defined, i.e. consisting of

successional measurements of RHi5100% without inter-

mediate supersaturated points, starting and ending at ISSRs

(as boundaries).

We are interested in ice-supersaturated regions as poten-

tial formation regions of cirrus clouds and contrails and as

environment for pure ice clouds. Thus, we concentrate on

measurements in the cold temperature range, i.e. TB235 K

where the probability for supercooled water clouds is zero

(e.g. Pruppacher and Klett, 2010). In contrast to former

studies, the inclusion of a hard temperature criterion (e.g. a

threshold) is not necessary for our data investigation.

A typical flight pattern of commercial long-distance air-

crafts consists of a steep ascent over few flight levels (in

100 feet) to flight levels at high altitudes (e.g. flight level

250�400). Here, the aircraft stays for a long time on almost

constant pressure levels, until it is landing during a steep

descent (see Fig. 1). Actually, long-distance flights are

usually operated at flight level 270 and higher, leading to a

pressure range pB350 hPa. Our second criterion guaran-

tees that only ISSRs are counted at fixed flight levels; this

restriction lead to measurements in the mentioned pressure

range, which is in the desired cold temperature regime.
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For investigations of large-scale features of ISSRs,

we have to use a coarser resolution. Humidity data on a

resolution of order O(10 km) includes mesoscale features

(e.g. shallow cirrus convection, see Spichtinger, 2014). In

fact, due to the high resolution a large-scale ISSR (with an

extension to order O(10 km) or larger) could be separated

into smaller pieces. However, such a separation would not

be meaningful, since we are interested in the interaction

with large-scale motions. Therefore, we use a running mean

over N grid points for the original ‘‘high-resolution’’ data;

i.e. we derive for each relative humidity value RHik at grid

point k a mean value RHikðNÞ as given by

RHikðNÞ ¼
1

N

X
kþN�1

2

n¼k�N�1
2

RHin (5)

The number of grid points N determines the new coarse

resolution. For a resolution of order O(100 km), we choose

N�7. The result of our ISSR detection method and

the effect of averaging on the evaluated data can be seen

in Fig. 1.

Grey shades indicate detected ISSRs, pressure is indicated

by the red line and relative humidity values are represented

by blue (RH) and green (RHi) lines, respectively. In the first

part of the flight track, the impact of criterion (3) can be seen

clearly. Due to a change in altitude/pressure the first ISSR at

x�1000 km is not counted; this assures that if the aircraft is

diving into an ISSR, which would lead to a shorter

horizontal extension, this event is not recorded. Comparing

the top and bottom panel, the effect of averaging is obvious,

especially in the horizontal range 60005x57000 km.

Many small ISSRs either disappear or merge with the

large-scale feature.

2.3. Separation into different classes

For detection of regional differences, the data are separated

between extratropics (latitude �308N or latitude B308S)
and tropics (308S 5 latitude 5308N). An ISSR is only

counted to a regional category, if more than half of ISSR

grid points belong to one region. Most MOZAIC flights are

situated in the Northern hemisphere in the North Atlantic

region.

Since troposphere and stratosphere have very different

properties (e.g. in terms of water vapour mixing ratios, trace

gases, temperature), it makes sense to separate between

these regions for our investigations. Since in the MOZAIC

project ozone is also routinely measured, this tracer can be

used as indicator for tropospheric or stratospheric air.

Chemical and thermal tropopause coincide often in altitude,

thus this procedure is quite meaningful and was already

used in former studies using MOZAIC data (e.g. Gierens

et al., 1999). However, the determination of the tropo-

pause using ozone only is not very accurate. Mixing of

tropospheric and stratospheric air masses might lead to

intermediate values, representing the relative influence

of stratospheric air mixed into tropospheric air masses. As

seen in the study by Cirisan et al. (2013) the ozone mixing

ratio can be used as a measure for the influence of

stratospheric air mixed into the considered air parcel. Ozone

at the chemical tropopause also shows a seasonal cycle in

the interval of mixing ratio 705rO3
� 130ppb (Zahn and

Brennikmeijer, 2003). Thus, we define the following vertical

layers.

� Troposphere for mixing ratios rO3
B70 ppb

� Stratosphere for mixing ratios rO3
> 130ppb

� Layer between troposphere and stratosphere (tro-

popause region, or ‘‘in between’’) for mixing ratios

70 � rO3
� 130ppb
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Fig. 1. Different resolution. Top panel: original (high) resolu-

tion, bottom panel: coarse resolution (running mean, leading to a

resolution of Dx�100 km).
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An ISSR (or also a distance between ISSRs) is assigned

to a vertical region (troposphere/in between/stratosphere),

if the arithmetic mean over all measurements of ozone

mixing ratio rO3
inside the ISSR met the criteria of the list

indicated above.

Finally, we also distribute the detected ISSRs into six

fixed pressure levels in the range 1905p5340 hPa, as

represented in Table 1.

3. Results

In the time interval 1995�1999, a total number of 40951

ISSRs could be identified in the original data. For the

coarse resolution data (Dx�O(100 km)), a total number of

16767 ISSRs were identified. Generally, we mostly con-

centrate on the evaluation of coarse data, since we are

interested in the large-scale aspects of ISSRs.

3.1. Pathlengths

An ISSR is a three-dimensional object, which forms,

develops and decays with time. Since we have to work

with single aircraft flights on one-dimensional paths, we

have to estimate the horizontal extension of an ISSR on a

fixed flight level. For this purpose, we use pathlengths of

ISSRs, i.e. the one-dimensional path of the aircraft through

an ISSR. Flight routes are usually not strongly affected by

weather pattern. Sometimes pilots try to shun storms,

especially deep convection; however, for flights in the

extratropics aircrafts can usually fly high enough to avoid

such storms. For flights in the tropics, deep convection

reaches into very high altitudes, thus the aircrafts have to

fly around fully developed storms. Thus, there is probably

no bias due to (avoided) weather patterns in the flight

tracks and statistics of ISSR properties can be derived.

In a first step, the whole data set is evaluated without

separation into horizontal or vertical regions. In Fig. 2, the

probability density function (pdf) of pathlength for the

two different resolutions (original: Dx�14 km, coarse:

Dx�100 km) is shown.

Both pdfs are skew with a long tail towards large values,

similarly to the results by Gierens and Spichtinger (2000).

In Fig. 2, top panel (a), the pdfs are shown for a linear

binning. Due to the high skewness and a variation of

pathlengths over some orders of magnitude, a representa-

tion in logarithmic binning (Fig. 2, bottom panel (b)) is

more appropriate. The averaging leads either to a merging

of smaller ISSRs to larger ones or to vanishing of

single small ISSRs, respectively, leading to a shift in the

pdfs. This behaviour is also represented in a shift in

mean values �L and standard deviations sL (original:
�L� rL ¼ 113� 180km; coarse: �L� rL ¼ 235� 270km).

For the skew pdfs, the median of pathlengths med(L)

is a more robust measure for the typical size of ISSRs,

leading to the following values: med(L)original�52 km,

med(L)coarse�142 km. Essentially, the maximum values

in the logarithmic representation of the pdfs correspond

quite well to these values (Fig. 2, panel (b)). In the follow-

ing analysis, we will exclusively investigate pdfs in loga-

rithmic binnings.

Gierens and Spichtinger (2000) found that the pdf of

pathlengths for ISSRs might be represented by a Weibull

Table 1. Definition of pressure levels for vertical distribution of ISSRs and distances between them

Number 1 2 3 4 5 6

p (hPa) 340�290 290�270 270�250 250�230 230�210 210�190
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Fig. 2. Pdfs of pathlengths of ISSRs as obtained from data with

different resolution (blue: original resolution, red: coarse resolution).

(a) Linear binning; (b) logarithmic binning.
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distribution with a probability density f(L)�
gLp�1exp �cLpð Þ. For deriving fit parameters for the Wei-

bull distribution, we use a so-calledWeibull plot. We use the

cumulative distribution of the data F(L) and plot log(L)

against log(log(1/(1 �F(L)))). In case of a Weibull distribu-

tion (i.e. FðLÞ ¼ 1� exp�cLp), a straight line with slope

p would appear in this representation. Using a linear fit we

can derive the parameter p from the Weibull plot. This

procedure was already used in former studies (Gierens and

Brinkop, 2002; Spichtinger et al., 2003a). We find that for

total data a combination of two Weibull distributions can

be used for representing the pdfs for original and coarse

resolutions; for each interval I1�(0,Lc) and I2�(Lc,�) we

find different parameters for original resolution (p1�1.2,

p2�0.63) and coarse resolution (p1�1.3, p2�0.825), re-

spectively. The valueLc indicate the transition in the regimes

and corresponds quite well to the median values (original:

Lc�55 km, coarse: Lc�150 km). The fits are shown in

Fig. 3. Note that for original resolution the fit parameter

p2�0.63 is close to the result p:0.55 by Gierens and

Spichtinger (2000).

In a next step, we discriminate the whole data set by

geographic regions, i.e. into extratropics and tropics, res-

pectively. Since most MOZAIC aircrafts fly over the

North Atlantic, the total number of ISSRs as found in the

extratropics is about three times larger than the total number

in the tropics. This feature is robust for both resolutions,

original and coarse resolution. The pdfs of pathlengths for

extratropical and tropical ISSRs are shown in Fig. 4 for the

coarse resolution only. In fact, in extratropics the path-

lengths of ISSRs are generally larger, whereas in the tropics

generally smaller ISSRs could be found. This difference is also

represented in mean pathlengths, standard deviation and

medianvalues(extratropics:�L� rL¼247�282 km,med(L)�
149 km; tropics: �L� rL ¼ 199� 226km, med(L)�124 km).

From former investigations we know that there is a

seasonal variation in the occurrence of ISSRs (Spichtinger

et al., 2003a, b). We investigate total data and data sepa-

rated into extratropical and tropical measurements for

different seasons, i.e. spring, summer, autumn and winter

data (indicated by MAM, JJA, SON, DJF). Since the pdfs

are very similar, differences might be seen better in cumu-

lative distributions, as shown in Fig. 5 for extratropical

data. Generally, the pdfs have the same shape as for the

total data, as shown in Fig. 2.

The mean values and standard deviations are represented

in Table 2; Fig. 6 shows variations of median values.

There is seasonal variation in the extratropics. From

cumulative distributions (Fig. 5) we see that pdfs for spring

and summer are quite similar; the same is true for pdfs for

autumn and winter, respectively. This feature can also be

seen in the median values. In MAM/JJA smaller ISSRs

occur (med(L)�138 km), whereas in SON/DJF larger

values of pathlengths can be measured (med(L)�165 km).

In addition, there is seasonal variation in numbers of ISSRs;

most ISSRs occur in summer, whereas the minimum number

is reached in winter. For tropical data, a different picture

can be seen. The number of ISSRs is almost uniformly
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distributed over the course of the year. Pdfs for spring and

autumn are quite similar and the same is true for pdfs for

winter and summer. The difference between the pdfs is

smaller than for the extratropical data; thus, the cumulative

distributions are not shown. ISSRs in tropics are usually

smaller in MAM/SON (med(L)�116 km) than in JJA/DJF

(med(L)�131 km). In the total data, the variations are

still noticeable; however, the variations in extratropics

dominate the whole data.

From former studies we know that ice supersaturation in

the stratosphere is quite seldom, although its occurrence is

not completely improbable (Gierens et al., 1999; Spichtinger

et al., 2003a). Therefore, we also investigate pathlengths of

ISSRs for different dynamic regions. As indicated in Section

2.3, we distinguish between pure tropospheric air (rO3
B70

ppb), pure stratospheric air (rO3
> 130 ppb) and air without

clear tropospheric or stratospheric signature (‘‘in between’’

or tropopause region, 70 � rO3
� 130 ppb). Since the pdfs

are very similar in shape, in Fig. 7 the cumulative distribu-

tions of pathlengths in the different vertical regions are

shown. The pdfs have generally the same shape as pdfs for

total data.

Most ISSRs are found in the troposphere (68.3% of all

detected ISSRs), in the tropopause region still a reasonable

amount of ISSRs could be identified (28.1%), while in the

stratosphere just a marginal amount is detected (3.6%).

The seasonal cycle of detected numbers of ISSRs is shown

in Fig. 8. The total number shows a clear seasonal vari-

ability with a maximum for summer and a minimum during

winter. The statistics is of course dominated by ISSRs in

Table 2. Numbers, mean values, standard deviations and median

values of pathlengths for different regions and seasons

Season Resolution N �L sL med(L)

Total data

Total Coarse 16767 235 270 142

MAM Coarse 3455 219 258 131

JJA Coarse 5725 214 233 137

SON Coarse 4575 258 297 154

DJF Coarse 3012 256 300 150

Extratropical data

Total Coarse 12503 247 282 149

MAM Coarse 2381 229 263 137

JJA Coarse 4742 218 240 138

SON Coarse 3580 277 317 164

DJF Coarse 1800 284 324 165

Tropical data

Total Coarse 4264 199 226 124

MAM Coarse 1074 199 246 116

JJA Coarse 983 192 194 131

SON Coarse 995 188 197 117

DJF Coarse 1212 215 253 133
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the troposphere and the tropopause region (‘‘in between’’).

However, the numbers for the separate layers show an

interesting behaviour. In the tropopause region, the

seasonal cycle is the same as described for the total data.

However, for pure tropospheric ISSRs the whole cycle and

thus the maximum is shifted by one season (i.e. 3 months).

The typical sizes of ISSRs (median values) are the same

for tropospheric ISSRs and for ISSRs occurring close to

the tropopause (med(L) �143 km), whereas ISSRs in the

stratosphere are much smaller (med(L) �124 km). There is

also a seasonal cycle in pathlengths of ISSRs in different

dynamic regions. Pdfs for pathlengths of ISSRs for spring

and summer are quite similar (med(L)�130 km), the same

is true for pdfs for autumn and winter (med(L)�154 km).

Near the tropopause, pdfs for spring, summer and winter

agree (med(L)�140 km), the pdf for autumn, however,

leads to larger pathlengths of ISSRs (med(L) �157 km).

For stratospheric ISSRs, the statistics are not good enough

(small number of events) to derive a reasonable seasonal

cycle. The values are represented in Fig. 9 and are repeated

in Table 4.

Finally, we can observe that for a fixed pressure level

distribution there is strong variation in number and path-

lengths of ISSRs. The number of ISSRs increases with

height (i.e. decreasing pressure) over the first three levels.

At levels 3 and 4 (2705p5230 hPa) most ISSRs can be

found; then, the number of ISSRs is decreasing again.

For the pathlengths, we observe a different behaviour. The

mean pathlength is increasing with decreasing pressure; the

maximum in the median pathlengths can be found at

pressure level 5 (2505p5230 hPa). The values for coarse

resolution and original data are reported in Table 4.

3.2. Distances between ISSRs

Although in former investigations, horizontal extensions of

ISSRs were investigated (Gierens and Spichtinger, 2000;

Diao et al., 2014), the distance between ISSRs was never

investigated before. Actually, there are only few studies for

other clouds available. We are only aware of the study by

Joseph and Cahalan (1990). We define the distance between

ISSRs as the distance between two nearest neighbour
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Table 3. Numbers, mean values, standard deviations and median

values of pathlengths for different atmospheric levels (troposphere/

in between/stratosphere)

Season Resolution N �L sL med(L)

Troposphere

Total Coarse 11209 235 267 143

MAM Coarse 2283 216 253 130

JJA Coarse 2548 202 211 134

SON Coarse 3791 254 286 154

DJF Coarse 2587 257 297 151

In between

Total Coarse 4965 236 273 143

MAM Coarse 1015 229 262 138

JJA Coarse 2866 226 249 142

SON Coarse 741 283 352 157

DJF Coarse 343 242 291 137

Stratosphere

Total Coarse 593 213 287 124

MAM Coarse 157 201 303 120

JJA Coarse 311 200 239 123

SON Coarse 43 184 215 131

DJF Coarse 82 302 411 155
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ISSRs along the flight track and at the same pressure level.

The pressure level restriction leads to a small reduction in the

identified number of ISSRs for the evaluation of intercepts.

We separate between distances of ISSRs in different geo-

graphic regions (total/extratropics/tropics) as well as in

dynamic regions (troposphere/in between/stratosphere).

In Fig. 10, the impact of the change in resolution (original

vs. coarse) on the distribution of distances is shown. As for

pathlengths of ISSRs the distances generally become larger

for the coarse resolution data. As indicated in Fig. 1 small

ISSRs disappear or merge with larger ones. Thus, the dis-

tances between ISSRs should also be larger for coarse data.

The shift is obvious in mean values �D, standard devia-

tions sD and, more robust, in median values med(D).

For the original resolution,we obtain amedian ofmed(D) �
66 km, whereas for coarse data resolution the value is shifted

to med(D) �217 km.

In contrast to the pathlength distributions, the pdfs of

distances are less steep (in the double logarithmic scale).

For the different geographic regions, i.e. distances of ISSRs

in the extratropics and tropics, respectively, there is almost

no difference in the pdfs (not shown).

For the split into seasons, a weak seasonal cycle can

be found for extratropical and tropical data, respectively.

For the extratropics, we found a seasonal cycle in the total

number of distances between ISSRs, similarly to the cycle in

pathlengths of ISSRs; in summer a maximum value could be

found whereas the minimum occurs during winter. The

typical size of a distance shows a weak maximum in summer

and minimum values in winter and spring. For the tropics,

the number of events is almost uniformly distributed over

the seasons. As for the pathlengths of ISSRs, maximum

values for distances can be found in spring and autumn,

respectively. However, the signal is much weaker than for

pathlengths of ISSRs. Finally, we can state that the pdfs are

very similar, even in cumulative distributions almost no

variation can be seen. Mean values, standard deviations and

median values of distances between ISSRs for total,

extratropical and tropical data are reported in Table 5.

Now we separate the distances between ISSRs into levels

of different dynamic characteristics as before (troposphere/

in between/stratosphere). The pdfs are shown in Fig. 11,

mean values, standard deviations and median values are

reported in Table 6. There is a remarkable difference in the

pdfs for tropospheric data (including also data close to the

tropopause, i.e. ‘‘in between’’) and stratospheric data. As a

general feature the median values of distances between

ISSRs increase with levels (from low to high altitudes). In

the dry stratosphere, the largest distances can be found.

While the pdfs for both lower levels are still similar in

shape, the pdf of stratospheric data looks very different, it

is clearly shifted to high values, whereas the amount of small

distances is strongly reduced compared to the other pdfs.

At large values of D there is a strong scattering in

stratospheric data (not shown); this is also due to the low
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Fig. 10. Pdfs of distances between ISSRs as obtained from data

with different resolution (blue: original resolution, red: coarse

resolution). (a) Linear binning; (b) logarithmic binning.

Table 4. Numbers, mean values, standard deviations and median

values of pathlengths for different vertical pressure levels in both

resolutions

Level (hPa) Resolution N �L sL med(L)

1 (340�290) Original 1492 81 107 44

2 (290�270) Original 3728 97 145 48

3 (270�250) Original 11448 109 164 54

4 (250�230) Original 11591 114 186 52

5 (230�210) Original 9788 129 212 55

6 (210�190) Original 2521 112 177 52

1 (340�290) Coarse 547 164 174 115

2 (290�270) Coarse 1476 199 218 127

3 (270�250) Coarse 4676 225 248 141

4 (250�230) Coarse 4778 241 284 143

5 (230�210) Coarse 4163 264 302 155

6 (210�190) Coarse 1039 230 258 139
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number of events. For both lower levels, a seasonal cycle

can be seen, similarly to the cycle in the pathlengths of

ISSRs for tropospheric data and data close to the tropo-

pause. However, the cycle is less pronounced than in cases

of pathlengths of ISSRs.

3.3. Relative humidity at ISSR boundaries

We have investigated running mean data as obtained from

data at resolution of Dx�14 km in order to investigate

large-scale features. However, the question arises how clear

we can distinct between different large-scale ISSRs, i.e. how

sharp are the boundaries between different features. From

former investigations using ECMWF data we know that

the horizontal gradients of RHi might be very sharp for

special dynamic features (e.g. ISSRs driven by warm

conveyor belts or waves, see Spichtinger et al., 2005a, b).

For in situ data, this issue has not been investigated before

on a statistical basis. For this purpose, we again evaluate

the edges of ISSRs as represented in the ‘‘original resolu-

tion’’, i.e. for Dx�14 km. For determining the separation

of ISSRs in terms of RHi, we investigate the distance from

the last measurement inside the ISSR (i.e. RHi�100%) to

the measurement point where relative humidity falls below

a certain threshold (RHiBRHit) for the first time. We use

four different values for RHit�95/90/80/70%. For these

fixed values, we obtain pdfs for the distance.

High values of RHit (e.g. RHit�95%RHi) represent a

weak separation of ISSRs from their subsaturated environ-

ment. Neighbouring ISSRs separated by weakly subsatu-

rated values might even belong to the same large-scale

feature. Low values ofRHit (e.g.RHit�70%RHi) probably

indicate a clear separation of ISSRs by subsaturated air

masses. Neighbouring ISSRs might not belong to each other

in a dynamical sense.

In Fig. 12, pathlengths of RHi are shown, i.e. the distance

from a boundary of an ISSR in subsaturated air until the

threshold is reach for the first time. Again, we show linear

binning (top panel (a)) and a logarithmic binning (bottom

panel (b)) for representing the shape of the distributions in a

meaningful way. The pdf for RHit�95% shows that in

most cases the typical distance is very small, mostly in the

order O(10 km), and they rarely exceed values on order

Table 5. Numbers, mean values, standard deviations and median

values of distances between ISSRs for different regions and seasons

Season Resolution N �D sD med(D)

Total data

Total Coarse 7741 514 753 217

MAM Coarse 1527 504 754 218

JJA Coarse 2750 525 754 218

SON Coarse 2128 514 772 217

DJF Coarse 1336 503 715 215

Extratropical data

Total Coarse 5427 506 742 211

MAM Coarse 957 474 723 200

JJA Coarse 2223 536 763 218

SON Coarse 1580 495 741 212

DJF Coarse 667 478 692 199

Tropical data

Total Coarse 2314 534 777 234

MAM Coarse 570 554 801 251

JJA Coarse 527 479 712 218

SON Coarse 548 572 854 240

DJF Coarse 669 528 736 229
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Fig. 11. Pdfs of distances between ISSRs for different dynamic

regimes, i.e. total data separated into troposphere/in between/

stratosphere.

Table 6. Numbers, mean values, standard deviations and median

values of distances between ISSRs for different atmospheric levels

(troposphere/in between/stratosphere)

Season Resolution N �D sD med(D)

Troposphere

Total Coarse 4758 407 623 179

MAM Coarse 965 419 616 182

JJA Coarse 1091 367 601 164

SON Coarse 1578 406 635 177

DJF Coarse 1124 435 631 194

In between

Total Coarse 2125 462 691 224

MAM Coarse 411 468 756 227

JJA Coarse 1168 400 612 193

SON Coarse 400 571 746 326

DJF Coarse 146 647 852 293

Stratosphere

Total Coarse 858 1240 1085 1014

MAM Coarse 151 1150 1139 794

JJA Coarse 491 1173 990 952

SON Coarse 150 1504 1273 1256

DJF Coarse 66 1344 1069 1147
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O(100 km). Thus, ISSRs are often surrounded by a halo of

slightly subsaturated air on order of few tens of kilometres.

The halo belongs to the ISSR in a large-scale sense. The

running mean is smearing out this feature and ISSRs, which

are close to each other connected by the slightly subsatu-

rated halo are merged. By comparing the distributions of

distances between ISSRs in the original resolution (Fig. 10)

and the pdf of pathlengths of RHi at high RHit�90/95%,

we note that values in the order of O(10 km) occur quite

frequently in both pdfs. This is also an indication for the

described phenomenon; weakly separated ISSRs might

belong to the same large-scale feature.

There is a clear shift in the pdfs of pathlengths of RHi

towards larger pathlengths, when the threshold RHit is

changed to smaller values (Fig. 12, panel (b)). A sharp

boundary with a decrease in RHi to low values (i.e.

RHit�70%) within a short distance is less frequently

observed. Although (large-scale) ISSRs are clearly separated

from the subsaturated air, the distance to a decrease in RHi

to low values is usually larger (on order O(100 km)).

Mean values, standard deviations and median values for

distances until RHi�RHit is reached are given in Table 7.

The number of pathlengths of RHi is decreasing with

decreasing threshold. This can be interpreted as follows.

Most ISSRs are located in a slightly subsaturated air, the

next ISSR can be reached along the flight track without

reaching low values of RHi. In contrast, clear separation

of ISSRs by subsaturated air occurs only if the ISSRs

belong to spatially different large-scale features. Generally,

the number of ISSRs driven by large-scale motions is

smaller than ISSRs on cloud scale, as found in the original

resolution data.

If the horizontal separations (with respect to RHi) are

distributed into seasons, again a cycle can be seen. For

summer, the pathlengths of RHi are usually smaller; thus,

ISSRs are more clearly separated from subsaturated air in

the environment. For winter, the pathlengths of RHi are

somewhat larger and the transition to subsaturated air is

smoother.

We also investigate pathlengths of RHi on different pres-

sure levels. Of course, the seasonal cycle in ISSR numbers

can also be seen for pathlengths of RHi. In addition,

we find that with increasing altitude (decreasing pressure)

the mean pathlengths of RHi slightly increase. Thus,

at high levels, the boundaries between ISSRs and the
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Fig. 12. Pathlengths of relative humidity as obtained from the

original data for different thresholds RHit�95/90/80/70%. (a)

Linear binning of the data; (b) logarithmic binning.

Table 7. Numbers, mean values and standard deviations for path-

lengths of RHi until the threshold RHit is reached. Here, all data in

original resolution are used without separation into horizontal or

vertical regions

Season RHit N �LRHi r�LRHi
med(LRHi)

Total 95 60631 14 16 9

MAM 95 12963 15 18 9

JJA 95 21702 12 14 8

SON 95 15598 14 17 9

DJF 95 10368 15 18 9

Total 90 50189 29 35 17

MAM 90 10645 31 38 18

JJA 90 18050 26 31 16

SON 90 12985 29 35 17

DJF 90 8509 31 39 18

Total 80 38409 63 80 37

MAM 80 8153 68 87 39

JJA 80 13909 57 70 34

SON 80 9882 64 78 38

DJF 80 6465 70 90 40

Total 70 31404 104 126 62

MAM 70 6756 112 139 65

JJA 70 11364 93 113 55

SON 70 8027 106 124 65

DJF 70 5257 115 138 69
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surrounding subsaturated air are less sharp and gradients

are weaker. This feature can be seen most prominent for

the lowest threshold RHit�70%. In this case, the mean

value �LRHi is increasing from �LRHi ¼ 59� 75km to
�LRHi ¼ 133� 149km. The median values changes from

med(LRHi) �34 km to med(LRHi) �84 km. The exact

values for the numbers, mean values and standard devia-

tions as well as median values are represented in Table 8.

Further investigation of pathlengths of RHi is difficult.

In fact, mean gradients of RHi, i.e. (100%�RHit)/

med(L), do not vary significantly and their variations are

hard to interpret. Thus, we leave this topic for future work

in case studies.

4. Discussion

There are remarkable differences in pdfs of ISSRs and

distances between ISSRs for different geographic regions,

i.e. extratropics vs. tropics and different atmospheric levels

(dynamic separation and pressure levels, respectively).

In the tropics, there is a weak seasonal cycle visible in the

pdfs. Upward motions are induced in the environment of

(deep) convection; these vertical motions are probably the

main driver for the formation of ISSRs. It is clear that these

updrafts must be moderate, otherwise the whole system

would be dominated by convective clouds. Convection is

active in the tropics without a strong seasonal cycle. The

main convective regions follow the intertropical conver-

gence zone (ITCZ); however, even (far) away from the ITCZ

convection activity can be observed. In addition, the tropical

tropopause is usually located well above standard aircraft

flight levels; thus, MOZAIC aircrafts will almost exclusively

fly in tropospheric air in the tropics. The main environ-

mental conditions as temperature profiles and vertical

upward motions do not change qualitatively with seasons

in the tropics. It is reasonable also that pathlengths (and

distances) of ISSRs do not show a strong seasonal cycle.

For the extratropics, the situation is much more com-

plicated. There are two (connected) large-scale features,

which change over the course of the year and thus influence

properties of ISSRs.

First, storm activity (especially over the North Atlantic)

is strongly influenced by seasons. Low pressure systems

and their associated frontal systems are most active (and

vigorous) during autumn/winter time. During summer,

storm activity is strongly reduced over Northern Atlantic

and the weather situation is often dominated by stationary

high-pressure systems.

The second feature is actually crucially connected with

synoptic weather scales and storms; however, it is currently

easier to present these features separately. In the extra-

tropics, the tropopause has a strong seasonal cycle in

altitude, crucially depending on low and high-pressure

systems (e.g. Seidel and Randel, 2006; Grise et al., 2010;

Kunz et al., 2011). In hemispheric winter, the tropopause is

located at very low altitudes, whereas in summer (i.e. at

high-pressure systems) the tropopause reaches quite high

altitudes (e.g. Birner, 2006; Gettelman et al., 2011). Thus, in

the extratropics the tropopause is always located in the

possible altitude range of commercial aircrafts.

These two features are responsible for the change in

frequency of occurrence of ISSRs as well as for the change

in pathlengths. In autumn and winter, the enhanced storm

activity leads to largely extended frontal systems, thus the

pathlengths should get larger; the vertical upward motions

are located at the extended fronts of the system. On the other

hand, in winter the tropopause is located at low altitudes.

Commercial aircrafts always fly similar routes without

seasonal changes. Thus, the aircrafts fly in the dry strato-

sphere for a longer time and therefore less ISSRs can be

found. During summer, the tropopause is usually located at

high altitudes; thus aircrafts fly more often in the troposphere

and the tropopause region, than in winter time. Therefore

more ISSRs can be detected; this leads to the seasonal cycle

in number of ISSRs. Generally, it is not really clear why in

Table 8. Numbers, mean values and standard deviations for

pathlengths of RHi until the threshold RHit is reached. All data in

original resolution here are used with separation into different

pressure levels

Level (hPa) RHit N �LRHi r�LRHi
med(LRHi)

1 (340�290) 95 2292 9 11 6

2 (290�270) 95 5637 11 13 7

3 (270�250) 95 17354 13 15 8

4 (250�230) 95 16966 14 17 9

5 (230�210) 95 14220 16 18 10

6 (210�190) 95 3659 16 18 10

1 (340�290) 90 1933 19 24 12

2 (290�270) 90 4739 21 26 13

3 (270�250) 90 14372 26 30 16

4 (250�230) 90 14032 30 37 18

5 (230�210) 90 11664 33 41 20

6 (210�190) 90 3057 36 40 21

1 (340�290) 80 1487 37 45 22

2 (290�270) 80 3665 45 55 27

3 (270�250) 80 10937 56 67 34

4 (250�230) 80 10676 68 84 40

5 (230�210) 80 8980 75 93 44

6 (210�190) 80 2404 82 94 49

1 (340�290) 70 1256 59 75 34

2 (290�270) 70 2980 72 88 43

3 (270�250) 70 8918 92 105 57

4 (250�230) 70 8720 111 132 67

5 (230�210) 70 7363 124 149 73

6 (210�190) 70 1963 133 149 84
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summer the pathlengths are smaller. Then ISSRs develop

mostly in high-pressure systems; thus, the internal structure

of these systems might influence the pathlengths. However,

this issue cannot be solved without a very detailed inspection

of ISSRs in high-pressure systems on a case by case basis,

which is beyond our statistical investigation.

The increase of pathlengths with height (i.e. with decreas-

ing pressure) is also not really understood. One explanation

might be that climbing in the troposphere from below

towards the tropopause (an ‘‘inversion layer’’) vertical

velocities are more damped. This damping might also smear

out variations in updrafts and leads to a more homogeneous

updraft region (with lower values of vertical velocity due

to damping). This large and more homogeneous region

might then lead to larger regions of ice supersaturation. But

not only updrafts but also downdrafts � which introduce

subsaturation � might be weaker due to the damping. Thus,

larger ISSRs could exist in higher levels due to (a) more

homogeneous updraft regions and/or (b) a slower removal

of ice supersaturation by slower downdrafts.

For distances between ISSRs, some features as for the

pathlengths can be seen. The number of ISSRs determines

the number of distances, thus a seasonal cycle similar to

the cycle of pathlengths is obvious. For the extension of

distances between ISSRs, it is not clear which mechanism

is dominant, leading to the distribution of distances. For

extratropical summer, themean distance is much larger than

for distances in winter time. Since in summer more but

smaller ISSRs can be found, maybe the distribution of

ISSRs relative to each other is affected in the following

sense. More ‘‘horizontal extension’’ (i.e. space in the tropo-

sphere/tropopause region at one pressure level) is available

for the spatial distribution of ISSRs. In fact, it seems that

agglomeration of ISSRs on small range is seldom; ISSRs

tend to prefer long distances between nearest neighbours.

The reason for this feature is unclear; probably, it depends

on large-scale dynamic features.

Investigations on RHi at edges of ISSRs give some addi-

tional information about the structure. ISSRs are usually

surrounded by slightly subsaturated air. The mean distance

until a threshold of high RHi values (e.g. RHit�95/90%) is

quite small, thus this halo has a short extension (on order

O(10 km)). The running mean procedure in order to derive

large-scale features is usually smeared out, i.e. the halo is

counted as supersaturated air, which is meaningful in terms

of our investigations. Lower thresholds of RHit are reached

less frequently, the distance to low thresholds is larger.

The seasonal variation can be seen, however, to be quite

small. The shorter mean distances during summer can

perhaps be explained by the general smaller pathlengths

of ISSRs; thus, also the halo is smaller. The variation

in height is more pronounced. The halo gets larger with

decreasing pressure. Also this feature might be explained by

the damping characteristics of the tropopause region (and

the stratosphere, too), as indicated above. Less various

vertical updrafts lead to a more homogeneous region of

vertical updrafts; thus, the boundaries between ISSRs also

get less pronounced.

5. Origin of ice supersaturation

As indicated in the introduction, the origin of ice super-

saturation in the upper troposphere and lowermost strato-

sphere is not clear. By inspecting the definition of relative

humidity over ice and the resulting total derivative, it is clear

that changes in temperature, pressure and specific humidity

(i.e. water vapour mixing ratio) can change relative humidity.

Probably themain processes for changing cloud-free relative

humidity in the tropopause region are (a) adiabatic pro-

cesses and (b) mixing processes.

In recent studies, high-resolution measurements show

large variability of RHi on a small scale (order of O(1 km)

or even smaller) along horizontal flight tracks (Diao et al.,

2014). Variability of RHi were strongly connected to varia-

tions inwater vapourmixing ratios, whereas the temperature

did not change significantly along the flight track. Thus, it

was conjectured that the driver for ice supersaturation is not

a temperature change (as in adiabatic processes) butmerely a

change in specific humidity. This would point more in the

direction of mixing or other (diabatic) processes.

We present here a distinct interpretation of (high-

resolution) variations in relative humidity. We propose

the idea that most of RHi variations result from pure

adiabatic processes (cooling by expansion) and the accom-

panying variations in specific humidity are simply resulting

from the transport of water vapour. For explaining our

conjecture in details, we carry out very simple simulations

that include the main processes.

5.1. Model description

In order to investigate small-scale variations and their

relationship to large-scale features as well as changes in

relative humidity, we include important aspects in a very

simple model. We assume pure large-scale vertical motion

for air parcels measured at a constant horizontal flight

track. In our case, we set the flight altitude to a fixed value

z0�10000 m. Each air parcel ascended from a certain

altitude with a constant but variable vertical velocity

during a constant time t�4 hours. The vertical velocity is

changed randomly (see below for details), thus each air

parcel k started at a different altitude zk,start�z0�w �t. We

also prescribe a temperature profile with a constant Brunt�
Vaisala frequency N�0.005 s�1, as typical for the upper

troposphere, with a surface temperature of Ts�288 K.

This resulted into a temperature of T�206.71 K at flight
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level z0. In addition, an exponential pressure profile is

prescribed with a scale height h�8 km. The start tempera-

ture of the parcel Tk,start at height zk,start can be determined

from the temperature profile. Since we assume a pure

adiabatic process, the temperature of the lifted air parcel at

z0 can be calculated. For example, a constant vertical

velocity of w�0.05 m s�1 would result into a start height

zstart�9280 m, a start temperature Tstart�211.7 K and a

temperature T�206.33 K at z0. We assume that the rela-

tive humidity over ice at the starting points has the same

fixed value changed by a random spread. The fixed value is

set to RHistart ¼ 53 %, the change is uniformly distributed

with a width of 95% (i.e. 485RHistart558%). For the

constant value of w0�0.05 m s�1, an ascent with the

constant mean value RHistart would result into a relative

humidity value of RHi�103.14% at flight level. With this

setup, we want to assure that we frequently observe

supersaturated conditions at flight level z0. We completely

neglect changes in q due to cloud processes or mixing along

the ascent, we are just interested in adiabatic processes.

It is reasonable to assume that in synoptic scale systems

triggering large-scale upward motions the vertical velocity

is not exactly the same everywhere but might differ in a

certain range (it should be still of ‘‘synoptic’’ scale, i.e.

w58 �10 cm s�1). In addition, variations on smaller

scales (mesoscale, cloud scale and small-scale) might occur

due to embedded features at smaller scales, e.g. turbulence,

convective cells or gravity waves. For prescribing the ver-

tical velocity in a ‘‘realistic’’ way, we want to mimic

variations on different scales. For this purpose, we super-

impose random variations on different scales but with the

assumption that the large-scale component is dominating,

variations at smaller scales should be smaller. During the

simulation, the horizontal coordinate is computed with an

increment of Dx�100 m, i.e. xi�xi�1�Dx. This resolu-

tion is similar to that of high-quality measurement techni-

ques for measurements at research aircrafts (see, e.g., Zöger

et al., 1999; Zondlo et al., 2010). The vertical velocity is

composed by the following contributions:

� Large-scale of order O(100 km): each 100 km we

choose a Gaussian distributed random velocity com-

ponent DwL (sL�0.5 cm s�1, mean value wL ¼ 0)

� Mesoscale of orderO(10 km): each 10 km we choose

a Gaussian distributed random velocity component

DwM (sM�0.25 cm s�1, mean value wM ¼ 0)

� Cloud scale of O(1 km): each 1 km we choose a

Gaussian distributed random velocity component

DwC (sC�0.1 cm s�1, mean value wC ¼ 0)

� Small scale of O(100 m): At each grid point

we choose a uniform distributed random velocity

component DwS in the interval [�0.1, 0.1] cm s�1,

mean value wS ¼ 0.

Thus, we have at each grid point a vertical velocity as

given by

w ¼ w0 þ DwL þ DwM þ DwC þ DwS (6)

which includes all relevant scales with a dominant large-

scale component. The simulation is carried out for n�2.106

grid points.

Our assumption of a constant vertical velocity for a long

time of 4 hours might be too idealised. However, one could

assume changes in vertical velocity during the ascent.

In principle, this would result into qualitatively similar

simulations, i.e. air parcels measured at a certain horizontal

flight path originate from (slightly) different vertical levels

below. For showing the main phenomenon, we use this

(maybe oversimplified) setup.

In a second step, we want to mimic the coarse resolution

as measured by MOZAIC, i.e. on a horizontal scale of

Dx�14 km. For this purpose, we calculate a running

mean value for RHi from the high-resolution data, using

Gaussian weights and a grid interval of N�141. In addi-

tion, we choose grid points with this coarse resolution from

the running mean data. Figure 13 shows an example for

these three data sets in the interval 505x5300 km.

5.2. Simulation results

In Fig. 14, a short part of the simulated flight track is

shown for relevant variables RHi, T, q and w; the total

range of variations in these variables is reported in Table 9.

Our high-resolution simulation shows a huge variability of

relative humidity in the range 68.65RHi5157.5. The

relative humidity of a single grid point (air parcel view)

has increased from the start value RHistart at start level

zstart by an adiabatic expansion during a large-scale up-

draft with a constant vertical velocity (in the range

2.605w57.67 cm s�1). The water vapour mixing ratio

remains constant during the upward motion, since we
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neglect mixing and cloud processes, i.e. at flight level z0 we

‘‘measure’’ the same mixing ratio as at the start point

zk,start. Since the water vapour originated from different

vertical levels with different temperatures, there is a large

variability in q between different (subsequent) grid points.

On the other hand, the variability in temperature in the

different grid points is quite small, i.e. on order of O(0.1 k).

At a first glance, this is surprising, since we know that the

process changing RHi at the ascent is adiabatic change of

temperature (and pressure). The solution of this discre-

pancy can be found in the temperature profiles, as shown in

Fig. 15. Here, the adiabatic ascents from the lowest and the

highest level (8896.5 m and 9624.4 m) in the simulation are

shown, respectively. Since the angle between the tem-

perature profile with its constant Brunt�Vaisala frequency

(Nprofile�0.005 s�1) and the adiabatic pathways is very

small and the distance of the ascent is quite short

(DzB1200m), the temperature difference between the two

air parcels after the ascent at flight level z�10000 m is

really small (DTB0.4 K). If we would have started with a

neutral profile, the temperature difference between the air

parcels would have been zero. On the other hand, for

profiles with larger Brunt�Vaisala frequency the variations

would increase; however, for typical tropospheric values

(N�0.01 s�1) differences in temperature variations do not

exceed values on order O(1 K).

If we instead investigate variations of variables RHi,

T and q at a horizontal flight level (see, e.g., Fig. 14), we

could assume that relative humidity variations are mostly

triggered by variations in q. However, in our simulation it

is clear that relative humidity is exclusively increased by

adiabatic temperature and pressure changes and the varia-

tion in q is just a transport phenomenon; neighbouring air

parcels originate from different vertical levels with different

start temperatures and humidities. This feature of varia-

tions at a horizontal flight level can be seen in any case of

vertical ascents with only marginal or negligible mixing of

air. Cloud processes would just damp humidity variations,

since water vapour would be consumed or set free by grow-

ing or evaporating ice crystals. Thus, we have a reasonable

theoretical explanation for high-resolution RHi variations,

as originating (almost) solely from adiabatic ascents start-

ing at (slightly) different vertical levels (i.e. pure transport

effects). For investigating such high-resolution variations,

it is important to use a Lagrangian point of view, i.e.

following the air parcels for the investigations. An analysis

just along the horizontal flight track (Eulerian point of

view), as carried out by Diao et al. (2014) would lead to

misleading conclusions, and in fact, we would not be able

to explain the origin of large differences in specific humi-

dity on a very small scale. As in the evaluations by Diao et al.

(2014), a strong correlation of q and RHi data on the flight

level can be detected in our simulation (c.f. Fig. 16). In

contrast, the temperature variation (measurements at a

distinct flight level) is quite small; however, the origin of

high RHi is adiabatic ascent, thus temperature decreases and

absolute humidity (i.e. water vapour mass) is just transported.

In the simulation, we have investigated high-resolution

variations of RHi, which looks very similar to real data as

found during research flights (e.g. Lee et al., 2004; Krämer et

al., 2009; Diao et al., 2014). There is still the question, if and

how MOZAIC data on low resolution as investigated in the
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Fig. 14. Variations of different variables (RHi, w, q and T)

relevant for the small structure of ISSRs.

Table 9. Range of variables for start conditions (vertical velocity w and start level zstart) and obtained at flight level z�10000 m

(temperature T, relative humidity RHi and specific humidity q) during the simulation

w (cm s�1) Start level z (m) T (K) RHi (%) q (mg/kg)

2.605w57.67 8896.55zstart59624.4 206.1265T5206.509 68.65RHi5157.5 6.385q513.88
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prior sections is related to high-resolution variations. For

investigating this issue, we evaluate the high-resolution

simulation in terms of pathlengths. The simulation shows a

huge variability, thus most ISSRs have pathlengths in the

range of few 100m. This is represented in the mean value of
�L ¼ 430m, i.e. of a similar order than reported byDiao et al.

(2014) for their high-resolution data with horizontal resolu-

tion of Dx�230 m. If we choose either a coarse resolution

from the running mean or evaluate running mean data on a

coarse grid corresponding to the MOZAIC resolution of

Dx�14km,we obtain similar pathlength distributions as for

the MOZAIC data. The pathlengths statistics are shown in

Fig. 17. This shows that high-resolution data and coarse

resolution data in principle show the same phenomenon in

terms of pathlengths of ISSRs. Coarse resolution data is not

able to show the whole fine scale structure as high-resolution

measurements on research flights. However, if we are

interested in large-scale features of ISSRs, i.e. ISSRs driven

by large-scale dynamics, then coarse resolution data (e.g.

MOZAIC) is able to represent the important features.

Additionally, it is clear that the finding by Diao et al.

(2014) of much smaller pathlengths for high-resolution data

is not in contradiction with the results as obtained from

MOZAIC data in this study.

Finally, we investigate relative humidity statistics as

obtained from the three data sets (high-resolution, running

mean, coarse resolution). The result is shown in Fig. 18. The

high variation in relative humidity and especially the high

values of RHi are driven by the variations in temperature

(originating from different starting levels). Similar findings

were obtained in a former theoretical study (Kärcher and

Haag, 2004). In fact, RHi data on all thee resolutions

show the same qualitative behaviour, especially a quasi-

exponential decay in probability for high supersaturations.

In coarse resolution data (running mean and coarse

grid), generally extreme values are more rare than for the

high-resolution data. Although this is not a proof for

MOZAIC data quality, the results point into the direction

that even for coarse data the detection of high relative

humidities might be possible.

We conclude this section with few remarks:

� We have also carried out the simulation with a cons-

tant start value for relative humidity (RHi�53%).

Actually, the results remain qualitatively the same.

The random spread in the initial relative humidity

value just lead to a smoothing in the distributions.

Fig. 16. Correlation between specific humidity and relative

humidity for the high-resolution simulation data.
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For instance, for the high-resolution data the path-

length statistics would show more distinct peaks

at the prescribed scales x�10/100 km and integer

multiplies of them. The essence of the study remains

the same. The large variation in relative humidity on

a small scale is a pure transport phenomenon, lifting

moist air from slightly different vertical levels to the

flight level; the relative humidity is purely driven by

temperature and pressure change along the lifting

pathway although investigating data at a constant

flight level it seems that variation in specific humidity

would mainly cause the change in RHi.

� Our prescribed vertical velocities are just used to

motivate large-scale patterns. In fact, each adiabatic

ascent of air parcels would result into these small

temperature variations. For example, shallow cirrus

convection as described by Spichtinger (2014)

results also into small temperature variations at a

certain level, although the vertical velocities are

much larger in this case. The determining factor is

not the vertical velocity but the adiabatic process.

6. Conclusions

We have evaluated data from the MOZAIC project for the

years 1995 to 1999 in order to determine properties of ISSRs

in the UTLS region. We mostly concentrate on large-scale

features of ice supersaturation. Therefore, we used a running

mean procedure for filtering the data from small-scale

variations; then, we evaluated the new data with a resolution

of order O(100 km). We investigated horizontal properties

of ISSRs as pathlengths (as a measure for horizontal exten-

sions), distances between ISSRs and horizontal RHi gradi-

ents at the boundaries of ISSRs. We could derive the

following results

(1) Pathlengths of ISSRs have typical values (median)

on order O(150 km); in tropics ISSRs are generally

smaller than in the extratropics.

(2) There is a strong seasonal cycle for extratropical

ISSRs; most ISSRs are found during summer, and a

minimum is found at wintertime. This statistics is

probably biased by the fixed flight levels of com-

mercial aircrafts in contrast to the seasonal cycle of

the tropopause. In addition, there is also a seasonal

cycle for the mean pathlengths with a maximum in

autumn and winter and a minimum in summer. The

reason for that remains unclear, although storm

activity and associated frontal systems may influence

pathlengths of ISSRs. There is also a weak seasonal

cycle for tropical data of ISSR pathlengths.

(3) For ISSRs in the troposphere and in the tropopause

region, similar seasonal cycles could be found,

although there is a shift in the seasonal cycle between

these layers. Most ISSRs are found in troposphere/

tropopause region, and ISSRs occur only marginally

in the dry stratosphere.

(4) Distances between ISSRs have typical values on order

O(200 �250 km). There is a seasonal cycle in number

of distances, as given by the seasonal cycle of ISSRs.

Also for the median values of distances a marginal

seasonal cycle can be found, with a maximum in

summer. The reason for this cycle remains unclear.

(5) An ISSR is usually surrounded by a halo of slightly

subsaturated air, with typical extensions on order

O(10 km). The separation of ISSRs by subsaturated

air with values smaller than 70% RHi is not always

present. On average the decrease of RHi to these

values is about �100 km away from the edges of

ISSRs. The separation of ISSRs gets weaker with

decreasing pressure (increasing altitude).

(6) High variability of RHi inside ISSRs on a small scale

can be simulated by pure adiabatic processes as

transport of humidity from different lower levels to

the flight level of measurements. The simulation

showed similar results as former studies with high-

resolution measurements. By using averaging (run-

ning mean) of original data and binning to coarser

resolution, it could be shown that small-scale

variability and features as obtained from MOZAIC

data are not contrary but agree quite well. Thus, high-

resolution in situ and coarse resolution MOZAIC

measurements show just different scales of the multi-

scale problem ‘‘ISSRs in the UTLS’’.

Since many questions about dominant processes for the

formation and evolution of ISSRs and their potentially
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embedded cirrus clouds remain, additional studies on this

subject should be carried out. For the future, the use of the

combined MOZAIC/IAGOS data set for more than 20

years will be a great opportunity for investigating ISSRs on

large-scales. In combination with meteorological data sets,

we might get a better understanding of ISSRs and cirrus

clouds. In fact, to understand the radiative impact of ice

clouds in the tropopause region, we have to understand the

formation and evolution of their precursors, i.e. ISSRs.
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Appendix

In the appendix, numbers, mean values, standard deviations

and median values of pathlengths and distances between

ISSRs for the original data are shown in Tables 10�13.

Table 10. Numbers, mean values, standard deviations and median

values of pathlengths for different regions and seasons, original

resolution

Season Resolution N �L sL med(L)

Total data

Total Original 40951 113 180 52

MAM Original 8891 103 167 48

JJA Original 14232 102 153 50

SON Original 10543 128 207 57

DJF Original 7285 123 200 54

Extratropical data

Total Original 29702 122 194 55

MAM Original 5927 111 177 51

JJA Original 11491 106 160 52

SON Original 7952 142 225 64

DJF Original 4332 142 230 60

Tropical data

Total Original 11249 88 134 44

MAM Original 2964 87 141 44

JJA Original 2741 84 120 43

SON Original 2591 87 128 43

DJF Original 2953 95 142 46

Table 11. Numbers, mean values, standard deviations and median

values of pathlengths for different atmospheric levels (troposphere/

in between/stratosphere), original resolution

Season Resolution N �L sL med(L)

Troposphere

Total Original 27988 111 177 51

MAM Original 5994 100 160 47

JJA Original 6792 93 136 46

SON Original 8831 126 198 57

DJF Original 6371 121 194 53

In between

Total Original 11514 117 188 55

MAM Original 2486 111 176 52

JJA Original 6695 111 168 54

SON Original 1593 145 252 62

DJF Original 740 136 232 57

Stratosphere

Total Original 1449 102 186 46

MAM Original 411 96 200 46

JJA Original 745 99 160 47

SON Original 119 83 146 39

DJF Original 174 144 259 48

Table 12. Numbers, mean values, standard deviations and median

values of distances between ISSRs for different regions and seasons,

original data

Season Resolution N �D sD med(D)

Total data

Total Original 28571 253 543 66

MAM Original 6145 252 540 65

JJA Original 10125 261 551 69

SON Original 7272 257 555 67

DJF Original 5029 234 511 61

Extratropical data

Total Original 19932 254 550 66

MAM Original 3885 247 543 65

JJA Original 8015 269 563 70

SON Original 5274 252 551 67

DJF Original 2758 228 516 57

Tropical data

Total Original 8639 251 526 66

MAM Original 2260 261 536 64

JJA Original 2110 234 501 65

SON Original 1998 270 562 69

DJF Original 2271 241 504 68
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